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Welcome to this second issue of the Fountain
Magazine, at the time of Imbolc. Winter is
almost through, and it’s a time of planting seeds,
to get the creative process back underway for
Spring. February being the last month of the
“winter”, you seriously begin to think about
coming out of hibernation, and to set seeds for
putting plans in motion for 2012. We may be
living in uncertain times, but we are being given
the chance of change and work with the
opportunities that come our way. Especially over
the New Year period I often wonder where I will
be for the coming New Year. But I believe with
this year, more than any other, we will find
ourselves in either a different place physically,
mentally, spiritually, or perhaps even all three,
over the coming year. So I wish you well on your
journeys.
The first issue of the magazine was very much a
homage to the past. But with this issue, the first
for the New Year of 2012, we have begun to
actively seek fresh articles and contributions.
Although there will always be a place in our heart
for the past articles, etc in the Archive Corner. In
this issue you will begin to some changes in
illustration and graphics, under the lead of Jan
Harper Whale. Mitch Bayliss will be aiding Jan
with his computer knowledge, to bring
inspiration into reality. I must give my thanks to
Julian Drummond, who has built, and maintains
the magazine website. He is also kindly trying to
bring this computer phobic up to date, his latest
success was teaching me to blog, which I now
greatly enjoy. Take a look at the blog page! I
invite anyone who would like to send me
information to go on the blog, or the What’s On
page to get in touch, now that I am in the know,
changes can be made more instantly.
An important feature of the magazine will be the
Guest Spot, which in this magazine has been
given to The Parallel Community. (In the
following magazine, it will be the World Healing
Project.) Within this spot, the guest groups will
be able to give a “lowdown” on themselves, and
mention any activities that they are involved

with. It’s important in these changing times, that
the various like minded groups come together to
form a network, and pool resources. Together we
all have an important part to play, with the doors
of communication flung open, working with no
ego, no judgment and Pure Love, we can achieve
great things. “Just because we are All worth it.”
This issue has given me much pleasure to put
together, and I believe that the articles will bring
interest, enjoyment, and perhaps be a spark to
action. It includes wonderful writers like, David
Wells, Christian Kyriacou, Ba Miller, Lynn Forest
many more, and of course Colin Bloy. Artwork
by Jan Harper Whale, and some of the
photographs by Glenn Capers etc.
In the June issue, we will have a wonderful
article on, “The Green Man, St George and the
Dragon Power of Nature,” by Paul Broadhurst. It
will always be worth taking a look at each
magazine.
During this period of getting the Magazine and
Conference together, earth dragons keep coming
to mind, as you can see from the front cover, and
the illustration for the next Torquay Conference.
So I think that we must be getting something
right if the earth dragons are getting active and
excited. (So if it’s humanly possible, I encourage
anyone to come to the Conference, as it has all
the markings of a truly energy filled event. Don’t
miss out.)
In the forthcoming issues I would like to
encourage people to submit any of their
investigation projects, articles and any creative
pieces to be shared. Looking forward to hearing
from you! 
Deadline for next issue
21st April 2012, except contributions re
Torquay Conference deadline 2nd May
Next Issue due out 2nd June 2012
All contributions to the magazine are the
copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers.
The views expressed in the magazine, are not
necessarily those of Fountain International.
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Invisible Temples and the
Healing Fields

TheSacredWeaveHealing
Matrix
ofNatural
HarmonicsandArchitecture
by Christian Kyriacou RIBA MCSD
The House Whisperer and Earth Spirit Architect
© Copyright
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Kyriacou2011

www.InvisibleTemples.com

Are you Living in a Sacred and Healthy
Space Resonating
with the Universal Harmonic Design of Cre ation?

Temples of Light and Sound are emerging
through the etheric dimensions of reality in the
morphic field, the Akashic records, the library of
human consciousness and experience. They hold
the knowledge of universal law. Cathedrals such
as Chartres and the numerous Greek and Egyptian temples are manifestations of such buildings, Invisible Temples cast in stone.
We may see these etheric temples with our inner
eyes, feel them with our soul, hear them riding on
the wind. We can connect with these Invisible
Temples and the inner workings of the intangible
world of the energy matrix of nature, sacred geometry, conscious architecture and harmonics,
and build the principles into our buildings today.
These Temples are emerging with the increasingly higher vibrations of our planet with powerful healing potential for ourselves, humanity, and
the earth.
Through the matrix of universal knowledge, consciousness, harmonics and sacred geometry we
can learn to be in our truth, connect to our intuition and work from the heart.
There is a connection, correlation and significance between Sacred Geometry, Harmonics, Universal and Natural Law, Crop Circles and so on.
The relevance and potency relate to our energy
personal fields, our buildings, homes and places
of work.
The Healing Fields and Health
Healing happens when we remember our original
genetic design. In other words, who we truly are,
and our divine nature in all its perfection.
The Healing Fields are those invisible multi-dimensional geometries and natural mathematical
codes which hold and reflect the laws of the universe and nature.

We can draw in the energy of these coded matrix
grids, re-align ourselves with the Language of
Light and Harmonic Sound Codes, and through
the power of the universal and natural landscape,
use these to heal and empower our spaces and
lives.
When we forget to live by these laws, or go out of
alignment with the natural harmonics of creation, then we get ill.
When the vibrational fields are brought into the
perfect vibrational and harmonic codes, the original design and alignment of the human body,
then healing happens, we do not do healing, we
are not healers as such. If we stand still and remember our original codes, then healing happens!
Sacred is…
that which reminds us of who we truly are,
whether it be sacred geometry, architecture, music, literature and so on. When we are in alignment with the sacred weave, then we are in harmony with the natural vibrations of the universal
code, the law of nature, the matrix which holds
the knowledge of all that was, all that is, and all
that will be. This knowledge is held in the
Akashic fields, the morphic resonance of creation.
The Sacred Weave
We can work with the Sacred Weave, the Sacred
Geometry Harmonic Healing Matrix, and Consciousness of Healing. Tuning in and audibly or
silently joining in with the sounding of the music
which hangs in the air.
Change your tune – change your life!
We are made up of the sounds we tune in to and
those we make. If we wish to change our lives,
then we start by changing the sounds we make,
the vibrations, thought patterns, all of which are
a resonance of our belief systems.
Sacred Geometry
is a mathematical multi-dimensional expression
of the universal codes and harmonics of nature.
When applied to architecture, our buildings can
resonate in alignment with these natural laws
and thus resonate with us when we engage in
those buildings thus reminding us of our true
connection to source.
The Creation of the Universe through
Sound
In the Beginning is (not ‘was’) the Word - En
Arkhai Aine Ho Logos – from the Demotic
Greek.

The universe is created and kept in motion
through vibration, harmonics, sounds which hold
coded geometries. Sacred languages and music
are audible codes reflecting the natural laws and
harmonics of the creation of the universe.
Sound creates or dissolves and also holds the creation in form whether it is reflected in music or
language, they are just different expressions of
the same vibrational forms.
Gong Bath Harmonics
The vibrations and power of the gong, as used in
the Temples, produces healing waves of harmonics allowing for rapid personal transformation. A
conscious gong will hold the power to take you
into memory recall of parts of your life which
need consideration, clearing and upgrading.
Voice Toning and Health
Allowing the resonance to emerge through the
Temples through the veils of the invisible worlds.

The golden mean is the natural rhythm of the
heart. This generative mother earth vibra tion of nature, can be created through our
voices and resonate through the individual
and human heart.

By personal re-alignment of our energy fields, we
can tune-up the body through Sacred Sounding,
Sanskrit Chants. By a process of ‘Sonic Scanning’
we can detect any energy blockages in the physical and emotional body. The harmonics of our
voices can to reveal the state of being of ourselves
and thus our home, the local area in which we
live and mother earth. Sensing the state of being,
the geo-pathic stress elements of earth energies
and so on, we can re-tune with intention and
make the necessary adjustments in releasing any
blocked energies and bringing ourselves and our
spaces into true alignment, and thus ultimate
health.
Golden Mean Harmonic
This magical mathematical ratio brings out
and connects through the veils of time and
space as that is the nature of the gm har monic, will penetrate through levels of
reality.

HEALING TEMPLES in our landscape
Many sites are changing dimensions and revealing etheric temples which were either there originally or which seemed to be mirrored in from
other locations and dimensions.
Both physical and etheric temples are power
points on the earth for galactic and earth energetic balance, but also to keep us in memory of
the natural laws of the universe.

Mont Segur, France – Etheric Temple over
the Castle

The Etheric Temple at Mont Segur is a powerful
portal into other dimensions.

The journey up the rugged hill to Mont Segur was
a long and tough one. Once up in the castle
grounds, I was gifted an experience of an etheric
sacred geometry instrument (a mechanical
Temple) at a particular location within the
grounds. It hovered above the site. I was shown
the mechanics of it and how to place my hands
into the system and ‘drive’ the ‘machine’ for the
purpose for which it was designed for… an extraordinary experience!
Crete, Greece – Etheric Temple of Hilarion

In the summer of 2005, two friends and I visited
an ocean site near San Diego California. As we
sat contemplating the beautiful wind sculptured
rugged rock formations of the landscape, to our
surprise, we all experience the same event taking
place before our eyes. In the valley of the landscape between the hills leading down to the
ocean, a faint shimmering vision began to form
of a golden temple. We looked at each with questioning eyes, and yes, we confirmed that we were
all seeing the same vision of a shimmering
golden temple gently rising from the rock formation in the valley with full architectural detail and
dimensionality.
© Copyright Christian Kyriacou 2011

In the Beginning
Mollie Hegarty
I was very fortunate on an evening in the summer of 1981 to be invited with about 20 other
people to the Brighton home of Colin Bloy. We
were a group with interests in various aspects of
healing, a few people had met before, but most
were meeting for the first time. It was here that
the idea was put forward, that we should take
healing a step further from healing each other
and absent healing, to see a town or village as a
“being”, and so try to heal the place in which we
lived.
Hilarion is said to be the Chohan of the Fifth Ray,
the emerald green ray, that of vision, prosperity,
truth and science. The vibration of the Fifth Ray
resonates with the third-eye chakra. His etheric
temple is said to be over the island of Crete.

California – Near San Diego, Etheric Landscape Temple

Colin wanted to start with Brighton, and the
method proposed was very simple. We would
take a focal point, the Fountain in the Old Steine,
Brighton, (from which Fountain International
took it’s name,) and focus our thoughts daily for
a short time, maybe just for 2 or 3 minutes on
this site. The healing power would slowly build
and spread out through the energy lines which
converge at this point, and out over the town. If
this was also done in surrounding towns and villages eventually, as when stones are thrown into
a pond, the ripples spread out and overlap. Thus

we would spread the healing energy over our
town, our county, our country, our earth. It is a
very big thing to take on if you start with the idea
that you are going to heal the world, but starting
with your own back yard was something that we
could grasp, and we could do!

I remember there was a lot of discussion that
evening as to whether we should concentrate on
special buildings, the police station, the hospital,
the Town Hall, etc. But Colin was insistent that
we should not focus on individual places, but to
send our healing to a neutral Hara, (or focal
point, as it became known.) As with healing an
individual, if you allow yourself to become a
channel and follow the directions you are given
you will find and heal the root of the problem,
which is often different to the area of pain or dis
comfort a person may feel, and so with a place.
The congestion at a road junction is cleared when
someone, (usually unknown and far away in an
office,) makes a decision to alter the traffic flow.

One person, who made domiciliary visits to give
medical treatment, said someone they were treating became very depressed by their immobility,
and said to her. “I’m useless, what am I good
for? I am just a burden.” In response she told
them the idea of Fountain, and explained to them
that their bodies may no longer be responding in
the way that they would wish, no longer able to
move freely at will, but their mind was perfectly
free, perfectly clear and very strong. With their
mind they could join in with Fountain “work”,
and visualise their focal point to which they can
send energy. So even in those circumstances
they can still do something if they wish. There is
a place for everyone.
Prior to our meeting that evening, Colin had
measured by dowsing, the earth energy lines going through the fountain at the Old Steine. They
were identified as a group of bars, each containing 7 lines. At the end of the evening we had a
meditation, and directed the healing light to the
fountain, (Old Steine.) A small group of dowsers
led by Colin Bloy went to the fountain to see what
had happened, and much to our joy the bars had
multiplied many times. So we had done something! The energy had reacted to our action with
it, and it proved something had actually
happened. This was the very first start of our experiment.

There was also a lot of discussion as to how it
should be done, should we:a) All concentrate our thoughts at a certain
time of day?
b) Gather in groups, because groups are
more powerful than individuals.
c) Could we just do it by ourselves at any
time?

Father Holroyd, a friend of Colin’s was present
that evening and offered to give a blessing to
“Fountain,” at his church of St Bartholomew in
Brighton. We are not aligned to any religion, as
the declaration of the Church of Love, written by
Colin, clearly shows, we accept all……and so
gratefully accepted his blessing. Colin chose St
Michael’s Day, 29th September 1981 for the first
meeting, and this became our anniversary date.
After this Colin held many meetings and workshops in his flat in Brighton, helping us to feel
and magnify the energies.

In the end the agreement was that we could do all
three ways.
a) The people who wanted to join together
would make time, for example 12 noon,
and would all tune in at that time, and that
would be fine.
b) Those who wanted to meet in groups, say
once a week/month, that was also fine.
c) And those who were loners, or unable for
various reasons to go to meetings, or commit to a regular time, there was a place for
them.

In the early years of Fountain, Brighton was
plagued each weekend by the notorious Mods
and Rockers, who took station at each end of the
seafront promenade, and rode their bikes and
mopeds up and down, and fights would break
out. It was a no go area for families at the weekends and Bank Holidays, when the police made a
strategic change to their policing of the situation.
This is an example of focussing energy to the
Hara, to go out into the community, without
judgement, so that the highest potential could be
reached. The energy sent out, via the Hara aided

decisions and plans to be made at police
headquarters, before, and not on the seafront in
the midst of confrontation. They were not accusative, but contained the bikers and returned
them to London, after which the allure of
Brighton faded. There are local press pictures of
police and bikers laughing together.
Colin was in his flat, which overlooked the ill
fated Grand Hotel, Brighton, when the bomb exploded in October 1984. Although the healing
work we had done had not prevented the explosion, I think that because of our healing work, we
were spared a catastrophic disaster of unknowable consequence.
He gave talks, and radio broadcasts up and down
the country, here and abroad. Colin never used
notes, but took everything from his incredible
memory, dates, names book titles and places. He
inspired many groups to start healing their local
area. I was fortunate to know him as a young
man, full of enthusiasm for the energies he traced
and aligned around the world. When he moved
to Spain, he asked me to arrange some workshops for him throughout the year. It was a very
happy collaboration which lasted until he died in
2004. Many people enjoyed his demonstrations
of hands on dowsing, and listening to the fund of
knowledge and jokes. The demonstrations took
the form of inviting everyone to feel the energies
with their hands, something that he was passionate bout imparting to everyone. As he himself
said, he was not born with extra sensory gifts, but
he learnt to trust his inner knowledge. He learnt
to use dowsing rods, and then when these became an embarrassment at popular sacred sites,
he developed with practice the feelings in his
hands, and felt the energies as solidly as you can
feel a table. I saw him emphasize this in a talk he
gave, and because he made himself able to feel
these things, he was sure we could all do as he
had done.
His workshops were held in many different venues, and I met many very interesting people. One
of Colin’s favourite places was in the lovely old
house of his friend David Russell. Where after
the days’ work was done, Colin took over the kitchen and cooked whole salmon or paella for his
friends.

Colin Bloy relaxing in David Russell's garden.
The signatures is of Michael Bentine his friend
and dowsing companion
Colin invited Alexander Neklessa, in 1989, to
speak at the Brighton Conference. Alexander
spoke of the opening up of Russia at that time,
and how he would like to link with us in our healing work.

In 1991, I took a group from Fountain to Russia.
We met many of Alexander’s fellow dowsers, and
healers in Moscow, St Petersburg and Kiev. In
Kiev, we made a presentation of a half size copy
of the cover to the Chalice Well spring in Glastonbury, made by Hamish Miller to the Bishop
of St Vladimir Cathedral at a service conducted
by the Metropolitan of the Ukraine.

We were seated in the cathedral on a dais before
the altar screens and enveloped in the chanting
of the liturgy and prayers, and unaccompanied
singing of the whole congregation. (An unforgettable experience.) Our non-existent Russian led
us to being tugged at our feet by a black clad woman who stood below the dais to bring us to our

feet and to kneel at the appropriate places in the
service. The reason for the gift to Kiev was that
Christianity became the official religion of the region in the 10th century, at about the same time
as Glastonbury Abbey was expanded. Candles
brought from St Sophia Cathedral in Kiev, were
lighted in the upper room of the Chalice Well retreat on our return, and so we created a bond.
It was the custom in the early years, to hold an
annual conference in Weston Super Mare, organised by Suzanne Thomas. The weekends in the
seafront hotel were a great success. Then it was
suggested that we spread these meeting around
the country, which we did for many years, reaching north to York, south to East Grinstead, and
many places in between. The need for Fountain
“work” continues, and we are fortunate in having
Suzanne Thomas and Giles Bryant prepared to
organise opportunities for us to meet with old
friends, and make new ones in Torquay and Saffron Walden, and to supply magazines and websites for our information. Joe Hoare and Colin
Kaye are working in Bristol with TONGO, (an off
shoot of Fountain,) and their website.
Over the years groups have come and gone, but if
you mention Fountain International people say.
“O yes. I’ve heard of them.” I attended a local
network day of about 20 healing groups of various disciplines, all of whom were extolling the
healing of the self, which is very creditable. Only
one person spoke of healing the earth, apart from
our Fountain group, which is the oldest established group there by many years. Thirty years
on, there are still people who meet regularly in
large and small groups, sometimes no more than
2 or 3, and meditate on their focal point. Afterwards they sometimes give healing to each other,
talk about meetings they have been to, books that
they have read, or other subjects of interest over
a cup of tea, which is a very pleasant way of
passing an afternoon or evening, as well as doing
the work of healing their area.
These days, I try to attend as many gatherings of
Fountain, or associate groups as I can manage.
There is a vibrant energy sweeping through
Fountain International, and Colin’s work lives
on.

Focal Points
Suzanne Thomas

This is a picture of the focal point for Torquay
Fountain Group. When we were going through
the process of putting the Fountain concept into
practice in Torquay, (now in it’s 25th year,) as a
group we had to decide a focal point for the energies to be sent to, and to be sent out from.
The first focal point used was “The Old Steine” in
Brighton, part of the thinking behind it, included
that it was on a busy road in the centre of
Brighton, through which a lot of traffic had to
pass, (hence reaching a lot of the community and
visitors as they passed.) The Old Steine, at one
point, had been an ancient stone circle, before
the arrival of the present fountain, (in which
some of the old stones had been used at the
base.) So hence it had been an energy point on
the old energy system. Over the years, through
the lack of use, the energies had greatly diminished at this site. But once the Brighton Fountain Group started to work with it, the energies
increased greatly, and became more vital.
Colin Bloy told us that the focal point did not
have to be an ancient sacred site, what was important, is the fact that it had to be something
that everyone in the group knew well, so that
they could visualise it strongly when sending energy. Even if the point was not linked into the
energy system, by working with it, it would soon
link in.
For the Torquay group it was decided that the
Mallock Clock Tower would be the focal point, as
everyone in the group knew it well. It was in the
heart of the seafront area, surrounded by many

of Torquay’s nightclubs, where there was a lot of
trouble, especially on a Saturday night.
As with the Brighton group, we dowsed before
and after we started “fountain work,” dowse of
the clock tower. When we dowsed the site, we
gave much amusement, and interest to the
passing traffic, and the hotel that was by the
tower. At the beginning it wasn’t linked in to the
energy system of Torquay, but as Colin had predicted, it soon keyed in once we started. Through
the local newspaper, we kept an eye on the situation in the area.

Astrology 2012
David Wells
It’s not an easy task to look at the entire year in
astrological terms, the cosmic family change
allegiances to the signs and to each other as they
move through their cycles. They fall out, support
and are ambivalent to each other just as we do
the same with our own family and friends here
on earth.

Since the first Fountain Conference in Torquay in
2010, (which was just up the road from the clock
tower,) and a healing meditation was done, sending out these energies to the earth through the
clock tower. For many years this clock tower had
stood neglected and vandalised. Within the year
the Torbay Council had decided to renovate it,
which included restoring it’s bell chime, which
rings out on the hour!
So the main things to remember when picking a
focal point to work with if you are working alone
or in a group. 1) Is to pick something easy to
visualise, (sometimes a photo can be helpful. 2)
As a community healing project the focal point
has to be central feature to that community. 3) If
working within a group you can send energy to
your focal point with the proviso that it all goes
out at the same time, thereby greatly multiplying
the effect.
Everyone can have a part to play in clearing up
their own backyard or community, and or healing
places in need, which will lead to building a healing, spiritual network, that will bring healing to
the earth. (There is a global, information and
money network, why not a global spiritual healing network.) All that is required is a will to do
the “work.” To send Love, Light and energy to
the focal points, with no judgement or ego, is a
powerful thing that anyone can do. As always we
work with Divine permission, and with “higher
management.”
As always if you have any questions, please get in
touch with me through the website.
Let me know how you are getting on, even if you
work by yourself, or work with another group. If
you have a picture of your focal point, that you
would like to share, send it to me, the Editor.
Let’s get this spiritual healing network growing.
If you can dowse your results, that is great, but it
is certainly not a requirement.

Published by Hay House
Every move they make is predictable and with
computers more so than ever, so it’s the
astrologer’s job to figure out what Uncle Saturn is
really saying to Mrs. Moon as they meet for a
sticky bun in the sign of Libra. The gift of
symbolism and it’s affect on our subconscious,
the way it creates words, feelings and emotions is
how astrology comes to life. Certainly when I
look at a chart I see the soap opera of the zodiac
unfold and for 2012 there are some strong story
lines.
Pluto, he’s the dour politician of the group
affecting long-term change, is remaining in
Capricorn where he has already set in motion
changes to world governments and will continue
to do so but he is also having a falling out with
Uranus, a row that will continue until 2015.
Uranus is revolutionary, he’s the teenager of the
piece, full of hope and the desire to get things
done differently and to have them done now. A
continuation of the turmoil that leads to
revolutions, to a breakdown of old orders; change
by the people for the people. Uranus will be in
fiery Aries, filling him with energy and
continuing from last year’s surprising events.
Expect the unexpected then react with a well
measured response that gets you to where you
really want to be.

Jupiter is secure in Taurus and moving forward
for the first time in a long time, he’s the
benevolent Uncle full of wisdom and advising a
philosophical approach. Until June he is assisting
growth in financial matters but it has to be steady
and slow and new values to be attached, a
simplification of what makes us really
comfortable without the need for grand shows of
wealth. On June 11th he moves into Gemini and
starts to communicate with more gusto, letting
out his vision for a better world and many people
will start to see the grand plan rather than
worrying about the tiny detail of how to get there.
Saturn is the restrictive planet, tightening those
rings until he gets control back, he’s the
accountant, the book-keeper and not always
about finances; he’s the planet of Karma. He’s in
Libra until October 5th where he continues with
his role of shifting and changing international
relationships, creating a greater understanding
even if that’s sometimes uncomfortable as
relationships sometimes are. In October he
moves into Scorpio, sign of the underworld,
intense emotion and debt; let’s not dress it up,
things are tough and they are going to get
tougher but austerity isn’t something to fear it’s
to be worked with and in amongst it a rediscovery of what’s really valuable.

new world.
This is a year for science and spiritual to work
together, for money markets and social
conscience to get along and for world leaders to
talk to people instead of talking at them.
David Wells

Star Light Meditation
Lis Warwood – Adelaide, Australia

Neptune is making a historical move into Pisces
on February 3rd where he will spend many years
and apart from a brief visit in 2011 his last time
in his home territory was 1847 – 1861, the time of
the renaissance. Neptune is the spiritual one, the
wise old magician, the artistic and poetic creator
adding romance and idealism to the mix. He can
sometimes get carried away and forget to keep
his feet on the ground, being so heavenly minded
that he’s no earthly good, but with the other big
boys grounding the energy balance is restored.
The Winter Solstice of 21st of December 2012 at
11:11 is a date and time you will hear over and
over again often with the Mayan Calendar and
the Fifth great age of Man accompanying it and
sometimes the end of the world is suggested; I
wouldn’t go maxing out your credit cards or
building an Ark just yet. The chart for that day
does have a Yod (finger of God) pointing at
Jupiter in Gemini, a set up that involves Jupiter,
Saturn, Pluto and Venus as the main players. As
the ‘finger’ points to Jupiter in Gemini perhaps
that’s where we should focus our attention?
Jupiter’s in Gemini but he is reversing making
him more reflective than impulsive, so it’s a
pause, time to consider how we proceed into a

Make yourself comfortable, close your eyes and,
breathing deeply and evenly, relax. Now bring
your conscious awareness to the beam of white
light that is running through the centre of your
body, through the centre of your being. See,
sense and feel how this beam of light travels
down from you into the earth. See how it extends
upwards beyond you body, beyond the crown of
your head. It extends even higher, ever further
beyond your earthly body. It goes upwards to the
stars.

Now, sense and feel the bubble of sparkling light
that is you, in the centre of your being. See how
it sits in the centre of light and see, feel, how your
light radiates like a star. Be the light. Be the
star. You are beyond time, beyond space, beyond
longing and desire. At this place you simply are.
There is no pain. You are a Star.

Joanne Fildew
How much baggage

Now send your Star, send who you are up the
beam of light. Stay within your Star as you travel
upwards in the beam of light; through your body,
out of your body; upwards, even higher, until you
are free of the earthly dimension.
Now gently open you inner eyes, your star eyes,
and see all who have come to this place of freedom with you. See how the “old man” is there
with you, shinning his light out to greet you. Notice all the other Stars of light that have travelled
with him to be with you. Feel your light pulsating and expanding, merging with all the other
Stars of light that are around you. See how the
merging of the energy lights up the night and radiates outwards into the night, healing the world.
Now gently return to the beam of white light that
is your corridor to the Stars. Travel down that
light until you are centred once more within your
being. Stay in your Star, stay in the light and
shine it once more through your body, through
your aura. Let it crystallize in your body, through
every cell of your body. Understand that a point
of light very similar to your Star is radiating forth
the essence of your being within every cell of your
physical body.
Now take your Star in your hands. See it in all its
unique brilliance and beauty. Once again, watch
it, feel it glow and expand, sending out its rays of
healing love. Feel it merge within and strengthen
those around you and send it out into the night,
to your community focal point, and the Fountain
Network.
Return to the beam of light. Centre your being
within you as the Star that is you pulsates gently
once more and remember you are never so much
yourself as when you are shinning. That light is
the light of your Star, your essence, the God
within. Let your consciousness now return to
your body, breathe deeply and gently and when
you are ready, open your eyes.

Clear out the Clutter and
Bring in the Bling!

do you carry?

Are you one of those people that just have to be
surrounded by 'stuff', or are you happy to chuck
out the clutter and be ready to embrace the all
brand spanking new?
Our surroundings hold symbolism and will be interpreted in both conscious and subconscious
form.
Spending your time at home living in a house
surrounded by clutter, squashed onto the settee
amongst books, a weeks worth of old Newspapers, crisp packets, chocolate wrappers, not to
mention yesterday’s socks, just quite frankly isn't
ideal!
We're always being told its’ emotional, mental
baggage that needs to be removed so that we can
move onwards and upwards spiritually. So make
a start in the home or work place and make that
decision to clear room, make space and be ready
to translate that into the other areas of your life.
When we cling on, we are resisting change, and
holding on to the Devil you know, but perhaps
the Devil you don't is an Angel in disguise?!

Change is the only true constant in life.
Everything is continuously moving, turning,
evolving. Digging our heels in, holding on and refusing to let go of the clutter is the physical manifestation of resistance and refusal to let go and let
God (as well as perhaps a phobia of the Iron or
Bin bag!)

true Fountain activist is evolved and self sufficient.

When we consciously make an effort to clear
away, recycle, remove excess baggage in our
physical surroundings we are opening our subconscious to the appearance of space, allowing us
room to breathe, space to bring and breathe
something new into all areas of our lives.

For the rest, it is about doing and being – that’s
why the notion of membership is so vague. One
is a member because one feels oneself to be, not
because one has signed a paper or been whipped
in.

Make the decision to remove and clear excess in
your physical surroundings, be ready and open to
accepting change and allow the Bling into your
life!
Now more than ever are we being awarded an opportunity to grow and manifest spiritually at an
incredibly accelerated rate. Don't let your excess
baggage leave you with no room in the overhead
locker!
Jo
x
ITSALLWITHIN HARMONIC ATTUNEMENT
joanne.fildew@btinternet.com

Some thoughts in the small
hours after a good dinner.
Colin Bloy
&
Suzanne Thomas
Someone said, the other night. ”Where has
Fountain got to; where is Fountain going?” And,
of course, to ask oneself such questions occasionally can be useful.
As to where it has got to, it is certainly with a
great sense of wonder that one sees it very existence today, with the extraordinary enthusiasm
and extent of its activities around the world.
I certainly feel many people have learned much
from their association with Fountain; equally
some people have been disappointed in that it
has not developed into a form of spiritual social
club, or a didactic authoritarian organisation in
which they could find shelter or a crutch. For a

I don’t believe it can be any of those things if it is
to be useful in the evolving consciousness of the
planet. A vestigial structure is only necessary in
order to permit the communication of sharing.

If anything, it should be the purest possible form
of spiritual anarchism – that is to say, a group of
people who knowing and voluntarily come together because of their shared insights into the
universal truths, one aspect of which is the essential nature of pure love; if we do not embrace it,
we cannot be whole. Pure love is the only energy
and the only taskmaster – thus each person contributes what he or she knows is right and best
for them.
That is not to say that there is no controversy, no
mutual learning, comparing and subsequent development, but that new explorations of truth are
part of the shared and joyous experience, for all
the occasional pitfalls.
There is, of course, the technical side, the growing understanding of the rule of form and number in the pathways and functions of collective
consciousness, and how can this be applied to
communities, nations and the planet itself?
When individual ego consciousness returns in
pure voluntary love to the whole, then this planet
will speedily resolve its problems. The understanding of what needs to be done is there, and
once we have achieved it, we will be able to contemplate Gaia’s wider cosmic identity as the receptacle of consciousness in this part of the universe.

I’m beginning to believe that it is
really possible!

Sutton Hoo mask and it is quite similar. I’m inclined to belief this island invasion may even
have been in Jutish times.
Years later, another vision was given: more horrifying, and it was at the actual standing stone itself. Again I touched the stone and became this
Ancestor again. I was looking over to the ridge,
seeing the invading hordes spill over into the valley: and knew the dread, on looking that it was
going to be my last moments on Earth. The numbers was more than can be imagined, they kept
pouring over that ridge. I felt the fear, intense
sorrow and inevitable conclusion in this woman’s
heart.

Two of these locations are well known and well
visited by geomancers, and researchers of land
temple mysteries, but the island is less known for
these. Yet, it is an ancient island with standing
stones, many burial mounds, and great power lying within it. It forms the root chakra of Britain
and as such holds this power latent to the rest of
the British Isles. Large Druid and Celtic communities lived here, invasions decimated these
cultures, but it is a fact, that the Isle of Wight was
the last stronghold of native culture and spirituality and was the last to become “Christianized”
My connection to the Ancestors of the Isle is
strong: the beginnings happened much earlier
than 2000, back in the 1990’s. Visions came at
intervals, with several years in between. But I
must give one Ancestor, her story first, because
she is still the guardian of this diamond isle, she
was a chieftain, a priestess and a powerful leader.
And she loves her land still.
As part of my journey through the triangle I first
visited the Standing Stones at Mottistone. You
can get “misdirected” if you are not ready. And I
was, twice. On my third visit, I came upon them,
but not before I was given a terrifying and powerful vision. I touched an old oak stump: immediately I was another person, in ancient times, a
woman and I was about to be slaughtered. It was
intense and awful. I was looking into the eyes of
my killer: a soldier, but a very high ranking one,
because he was wearing the helmet, intricately
engraved with motifs, it shone, he was the leader
of the invading hordes and he was about to kill
me. I saw in stark relief, the sheer depth of frenzy
in his eyes. He was driven by bloodlust; he was
gone into another inhuman space. I remember
his eyes most of all. What invading force he was
part of: I don’t know. I am still researching that
mask. Its detail is still clear, I have looked at the

The Longstone, Mottistone.
Moments later I was given another vision. I was
shown a place within a wood, it was autumn, the
leaves had fallen, and I was shown her burial disc
mound, hidden amongst the undergrowth. It is
where she rests.
Years went by again. I had gone to a retreat
weekend at the long stone cottage with friends.
One of these, a druid asked if I wanted to visit the
burial mounds in Brighstone forest, where a disc
burrow lay hiding. He was sure this one had not
been “excavated”, the remains taken to some museum off the island. As we walked up the path, I
remembered what the Ancestor had shown me:
the time was right, the leaves had fallen, and I
got excited! And before my physical eye was exactly her burial home I had seen in vision: I feel
such a strong connection to this chieftain woman. And it is humbling: I have created many island essences with her help and guidance.
And this last journey is for the land: her land.

she gave me, it stayed with me for many hours
and I did not forget that dream.
Several years later, it came to the forefront of my
mind, when I became focused on the idea of island land essences, asking the question, why?
Most interested islanders “see” the dragon lying
along the centre, the downs: the “dragon’s back”.
But my dream showed her by the coastline:
Keeping guard.

The disc burial mound in Brighstone Forest
The disc and burial mounds that are scattered
around the Brighstone and Shorwell areas are
dated to Bronze Age, well before the time when
this female ancestor lived on the island. However, after some research I discovered that
Anglo-Saxon and particularly Jutish people used
the bronze age ceremonial grounds for their own
burials.
Very important, but not highly publicised remains have been found near the Long stone in
neighbouring Shorwell, of a cluster of burials:
women of high rank with spiritual objects around
them, dating to the Jutes’ time.
In 534, the Isle of Wight became a Jutish kingdom when Cerdic conquered the island. He gave
the island to his two nephews, who were Jutes,
Stuf and Wihtgar. The Anglo Saxon name for the
isle is Wiht, Wight is the derivation.
Over a hundred years later the massive and
bloody invasion by the staunchly Christian
Anglo- Saxon, Caedwalla of Wessex literally
killed and slaughtered the Jutish population entirely, replacing them with people from his own
province. It was genocide on a massive scale.
A whole culture gone, torn from the land they
had come to love as their own.
The shock waves resonate in the land.

Waking the Dragon
The dragon gave me her “one-eye” in a vivid
dream. I was asleep on a huge rock, with friends,
who were also asleep on a balmy warm sunset
evening. Water was lapping softly around us.
Then the rock before me moved. An eye appeared: it opened and looked into me, into my
soul with intense compassion and love, and wisdom. I woke up, and still felt this deep feeling

Dragon stone at St. Catherine’s point
The dragon lies coiled around the coastline of the
isle: The essences being made absorb the energy
of two elements, between land/earth, and
sea/water. The veil is thinnest: the moon holds
dominion. The essences are made with lunar energy. Sacred sound is used: soul note C. They are
being created with Feminine energy: is this a part
of the healing of the feminine “wound”? Is the island strategic in the land geometry where it is the
base chakra, the root of the kundalini to the rest
of the British Isles?
Questions abound, and sometimes it is like being
led, in faith and trust: confirmations come in the
most surprising ways. I was given, clearly one
day on top of the mother mound at Old BlackGang that the quintessence should be made over
the coming year, following the moon cycles,
taken widdishins (anti-clockwise) round the Isle:
the 12 essences brought together at the Winter
Equinox 2012, and then used clockwise for the
healing of the land.

We are now entering the Chinese Year of the
Dragon. I have recently been given a new confirmation in the form of a book, to the importance of honouring dragon energy. It is Serpent of
Light, beyond 2012, (the movement of the
Earth’s Kundalini and the rise of the Female
light, 1949 t0 2013, by Drunvalo Melchizdek.
“Every 13,000 years on Earth a sacred and secret
event takes place that changes everything, an
event that changes the very course of history.
And at this moment, this rare event is occurring.
What I am speaking about is the Earth’s Kundalini. Connected to the centre of the Earth is an
energy that appears and behaves much like a
snake as it moves, similar to the way Kundalini
energy moves in the human body. It is this energy that gives rise to the spiritual seekers everywhere on Earth. The Earth’s Kundalini is the
secret energy that is connected to the hearts of all
of mankind.
This serpent of Light has hundreds of indigenous
tribes and cultures quietly and secretly helping
guide this spiritual energy from Tibet to its new
home, as given in the Mayan teachings, in South
America. Coming out of Tibet into India, it has
moved in a snakelike manner to almost every
country in the world until it reached Chile, the
new home of the Earth’s Kundalini, the new
“Tibet”.”
We are entering a new phase, one that is by its
very nature full of hope, joy and a certainty that
we on a spiral of growth where “ego” centred living has no place and fear therefore cannot get a
grip on us!
Jan Harper 2012

One of the phrases I grew up with was “You’re
born, you live and you die”, but what wasn’t mentioned was what to do in the middle! This is one
of the great dilemmas we face.

Changing habits…
…on the roundabout of life
Ruth McGregor

There is a Tarot card called the Wheel of Fortune
which is all about turning life experiences into
more fortunate, positive directions whilst remaining flexible, objective and creative.

The wheels of life are always turning and if you
look at one point of the turning wheel you will
see that as well as its high points it has its low
points, and all the bits in between.
Nothing new there, I hear you say, but if you
were to align the same principle with your life, it
may go some way to explaining just why we all
seem to have highs and lows.
If you take this a stage further. The speed of the
turning wheel can also have an impact.
Whereas a “fast” phase can mean most of your
experiences may be fleeting, a “slow” one could
mean your highs last longer – but so will your
lows.
Ahh, knew there’d be a catch!
Every experience in life happens for a reason, but
we may not always see that at the time, especially
when we are in the throes of living as we move
from one thing the next.
So often, we battle blindly on as if in a maze,
sometimes being too busy to stop and take stock.
And yet, of all times, this is when we need to take
a breather so as not to miss out on opportunities.

If you can apply this to yourself, your rewards
can be immense.
The knack is to recognise and understand your
own cycles so that you can make the change from
within!
And it really is worth persisting to break through
those automatic defence mechanisms!
This is because if your subconscious is in the
habit of negativity it may take a bit of effort to
change that negativity into good, positive action.
So, how do you do it?

The answer is quite simple really, just one step at
a time.
The biggest hurdle is recognising your entrenched habits or cycles.
Once you’ve done that, you know what you’re
working with – we make things so hard for
ourselves at times and yet simplicity is the key.

come to light which, yet again, associates London
with the New Jerusalem, the biblical City of
Revelation.
It is a vast, and beautiful network of complex
geometric patterns, linking many of the oldest
and well-known sacred sites throughout the
capital. Because it is principally star patterns on
the Earth, I called it Earthstars.

A really good example of this is: We all do this to
some degree or another but some of our habits
don’t do us any harm or hinder us in any way,
whereas others do. The simple truth is that it’s
up to you to work out which of your habit patterns or cycles are not good for you. But it is also
worth noting that regardless of the experience –
whether high or low – always remember that it’s
definitely an opportunity to learn more about
yourself! Unfortunately however, it’s not always
blatantly obvious what the opportunity is, but
rest assured it’s in there somewhere! And if
you’re meant to find it…you will!

IS LONDON A PLANETARY
CHAKRA, A HOLY CITY, OR
STARGATE ?
Chris Street
There have been a surprising number of
deliberate attempts to re-build London as The
New Jerusalem. The first was by the Knights
Templar who, in 1185, modelled their Temple
Church on the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and
sited it exactly the same distance from St. Pauls
as the real Holy Sepulchre is from the Dome of
the Rock, the original location of the Temple of
Soloman. Clearly they saw a connection, or
wanted to create one.
Some 500 years later, following the Great Fire,
Sir Christopher Wren, conceived his own plan to
re-build London as the New Jerusalem, whilst his
rival, John Evelyn, devised a design for the city
clearly based upon the cabbalistic tree of life.
In the 18th century, our most famous visionary
artist and poet, William Blake, saw Jerusalem
within London’s spiritual dimensions and in the
words that have become Britain’s second
national anthem, exhorted us to “build Jerusalem
on England’s green and pleasant land.”
More recently, an astonishing discovery has

The design is not simple geometry, it is the basis
of the temple-builders’ art, sacred geometry, and
is a recognizable temple ground plan used
throughout the centuries to create sacred space.
The Pantheon in Rome (which was a pagan
temple converted to Christian use in the 5th
century) based upon it, whilst the oldest
temple in Britain based on the ground
plan is Stonehenge, whose megaliths
were first set up, 3,500 years ago.
Linked by the hidden unity of this sacred
geometry, London’s ancient sacred sites form a
vast and invisible version of Stonehenge, a great
landscape temple covering most of the capital.
Though this one is not defined by circles of
sarsens and bluestones, but by the stones of
places like the Tower of London, Westminster
Abbey, St. Paul’s Cathedral and our local parish
churches, many of which have a known history
dating back a thousand years or more and which,
like Stonehenge itself, were places of ceremony
and sanctity for centuries before Christianity
arrived on these druid shores.
How this discovery came about is equally
remarkable.
Like St. John’s Revelations and Blake’s

Jerusalem, it involved visionary experiences. In
this case, involving a series of dreams in which a
radiant, angelic female figure actually
identified the first sites and referred to
them as “spiritual power stations”.
For this reason, Earthstars is not a discovery in
the usual sense of the word. From the very
beginning, I have always regarded it as a release
of knowledge from the Earth herself.
Interestingly, she has never referred to herself as
Gaia. When asked for a name, her first reply was
Isis Maria Sophia, combining aspects of the
Divine Mother with the Goddess of Wisdom.
Later it became apparent she could manifest as
any aspect of the divine feminine, as a spirit of
place and the soul of the city, as well as the spirit
of the Earth. As Dion Fortune once said, “All
goddesses are one”.
The place she first led me to was the small hilltop
church of St. Mary the Virgin in East Barnet.
Founded in 1086 by the Benedictines of St.
Albans. Here she provided a dream in which the
church tower became a fountain that spouted
enough water to flood the land for miles around.
With this vision came her explanatory message;
“This place is a spiritual power station and these
are the waters of Aquarius, come to
cleanse and purify the Earth”. So right from
the very beginning (back in the early 80s) it was
crystal clear that this phenomenon was linked to
a healing and transformatory impulse coming
through the Earth’s sacred sites at the turning
point of an age.
Over the next few weeks, more sites were
identified. First to follow was an astonishing
place called Camelot Moat in Trent Park
Cockfosters. Throughout the rest of the
Earthstars discovery, this site lived up to its
Camelot name, beginning a series of
synchronicities with the mysteries of The
Holy Grail and the “Healing of the
Wasteland” which continues to this day.
When the Third site, St Mary’s at Monken
Hadley, became apparent, it combined with the
other two to form a perfect equilateral triangle on
the landscape, from which all the more complex
Earthstar geometry eventually evolved.
And complex, it most certainly is. The basis of
the design is one of the most important
constructions of sacred geometry: The
Squared Circle: A device considered to bridge the

gap between the spiritual realms and the
material world, or to create a small piece of
Heaven on earth. Hence, its repeated use as a
template for sacred spaces.
Its most fundamental basis is two concentric
circles and a square. However the circles have
hidden depths, since their proportions combine
perfectly the relative diameters of the Earth and
Moon, hinting that a harmony resonance with
the Earth is built into this structure.
Numerous star patterns overlay this. On the
inner circle, what I call The Circle of the Earth
Spirit, is a twenty-pointed star composed of four
pentagrams, each one directed to the four
compass points. On top of that there’s a perfect
hexagram, an eight-point star and a ten-point
star. On the outer circle, the Circle of the
Heavenly Spirit, is a large pentagram, a fifteenpoint star, an eighteen-sided polyhedron and a
thirty-point star that marries perfectly the
polarities of the hexagram and the pentagram
(5x6. It can be six pentagrams of five
hexagrams.)
In all there are 19 different individual patterns,
every single one connected to create a composite
design of perfect geometric harmony.
Interestingly, the geometry itself provides an
explanation for the phenomenon, because sacred
geometry is considered to be the circuitry
through which the forces of creation work,
defining and dictating the form, proportion of all
things from the smallest sub-atomic particles, to
the myriad forms within nature, (including us
mortals) right on up to the spirals of galactic
nebulae.
My understanding is, and always has been, that
these patterns on the landscape are a
manifestation of the forces of creation as
the flow through the world around us, as
the life force of the planet, the Rose grids
of the divine feminine.
That’s why the places that define and connect
them are our sacred sites, where we traditionally
connect to our spiritual dimensions and those of
the world around us.

then, Sir George was always way ahead of his
time and I, for one, hope he is correct.
Certainly, I believe that a process has begun
that will re-attune our planet and
ourselves to the greater harmony of the
universal life-force and that it will be felt most
strongly at our sacred sites.

Here are some of them: St, Mary’s Harrow on the
Hill, St. Mary’s Willesden Green, St. Gabriels at
Wanstead, St. Dunstan’s at Bellingham, St.
Bride’s Fleet Street, St. Dunstan’s Fleet Street,
The London Stone in Cannon Street, The Tower
of London, Highbury Hill, Parliament Hill,
Primrose Hill, Horsenden Hill in Greenford,
Barn Hill in Wembley, One tree Hill in Alperton,
The hill in Finsbury Park, Highgate Hill, St
George’s at Nine Elms, St Leonard’s at
Streatham, Pollard’s Hill at Norbury,
Westminster Abbey, Westminster Cathedral, St.
Paul’s Cathedral, Alexandra Palace, Crystal
Palace, Caesar’s Camp at Wimbledon, The King
Stone at Kingston on Thames, Syon House, St,
Mary’s Beddington, St. Mary’s Hanwell, Barking
Abbey, Southwark Cathedral. I could go on,
filling pages with these places. The Earthstars
matrix connects them all as the hidden unity of
the Universal Life-Force. Proving that what
Native American wisdom bearers have always
said; “All things are connected.”
These sites have always been places of
vision, of healing, of inspiration and
guidance, of healing. They still are and now
more than ever before, because a new impulse
seems to be coming through them. One of the
Great Visionaries of The New age, Sir George
Trevelyan, described it in these words:
“In our age, an energy that is light, life and
love will flood the Earth, re-animating the
realm of matter, raising its vibratory rate
to that of the spiritual worlds. The two will
interpenetrate and interact. So high is this
frequency that it will repel all particles, energies
and beings attuned to the lower frequencies of
egoism, power, greed, selfishness, violence,
hatred, rivalry and war. ” Sir George called this:
The Redemption of the Fallen Planet.” He wrote
these things back in the eighties before I had
published any of the Earthstars material. But

That it comes at the turning point of an age, the
early days of the Aquarian era, and the end of the
Mayan Calendar, is why it has also has these City
of Revelation connections. The appearance of the
biblical New Jerusalem traditionally heralds the
end of the world (as we know it).
Earthstars’ New Jerusalem links actually
come from the work of the late luminary
and Grand Master of Ancient Wisdom,
John Michell. John was a classical scholar,
educated at Eton and Trinity College Cambridge
and he was so fascinated by the numbers,
measures and proportions attributed to the
biblical City of Revelation, it featured in many of
his books. In his 1973 work, City of Revelation,
he concludes that the biblical descriptions
conceal a message for those well versed in this
ancient knowledge and that it relates to a specific
construction of sacred geometry: None other
than The Squared circle which the ancient
mystics deemed to join the worlds of Heaven and
Earth. Of course, this is also the basis of the
Earthstars geometry.
But it raises the question of what exactly is meant
by The New Jerusalem, because it is not just an
Earthly city.
Firstly, it is always seen in a vision. It is of what
the Celts would call “the otherworld” our
spiritual realms.
Blake, though, gives the best clues, despite the
unfathomable complexity of much of his work. In
his epic poem, he describes Jerusalem as “The
emanation of Albion.” Albion is the ancient spirit
of Britain, so the emanation of Albion is an
aspect of the spirit of the land (and of its people).
He also describes Jerusalem, and illustrates her,
as a woman. She can therefore be interpreted as
the female emanation of Albion, the feminine
Earth Spirit. Lastly, he describes her as a city, so
as an aspect of the spirit of the land, she can also
be understood, as a Genius Loci, the spirit of
place, the soul of the city.
The mysteries of Earthstars are the

mysteries of the divine feminine as the
Earth Spirit and the living wisdom of the
Earth which Blake must have understood from
his druidic background (He is listed in the druid
archives as the Chief of the Order from 1799 until
his death in 1827. It is probably no coincidence
that I am a member of the same order).
In more recent times, Diana Cooper has
referred to London as The Earthstar
Chakra of the planet. The Bishop of London also
has a piece on u-tube talking about London as
“The Holy City”. Others see the Earthstar
mandala as a stargate portal through which
transformatory energies will download to
the Earth and its people.

sounds, from the minute grain of sand, to the
great star systems that encompass our lives on
this journey of discovery.
I have been recording and researching the various sounds of the floral kingdom, and other aspects of nature’s rich tapestry, to find that the
landscape intelligence is not far removed from
our own, and like us, they respond to thought
and intent. Also, I have found that the energetic
structures of plants are not too dissimilar from
our own structures.

It is my understanding that that process has
begun, so if you have a favourite sacred site,
more than likely it will be in the Earthstars grid,
which extends way beyond London. Visit it
regularly to soak up the atmosphere and energy.
Listen to what it tells you and work with it.
We are not living on an inanimate lump of rock
hurtling through space on a random course. The
Earth Spirit is alive and awakening, and Earth’s
Star People may be about to awaken to their true
identify.
Even on the Earth, we walk amongst stars.
Copyright Chris Street 2011.
Chris Street’s book, London City of Revelation is
available as an e-book download or paperback,
from Lulu.com, or Amazon. Further information
about Earthstars and Chris Street’s books can be
found on www.earthstars.co.uk

NATURE’ REFLECTIONS OF
SOUNDS
Colin Kingshott

So as I looked deeper into this, I began to research the aura of the plants, (plant bio-energy
fields), and found in sound correspondence that
certain plants grow in energy, related to human
conditions. For example, in areas of astral proliferation you will often find artists, sculptors and
highly creative people, but on the reverse side of
this energy you will also find drug and alcohol
problems, there are certain plants feed on this
energy, and therefore thrive more readily in these
areas.
If we look in areas where there is great mental
energy and intelligence, you will find depression
and mental issues, and I have found the plant
sound associated with this. (Here we have a mirroring of sounds.)
From my on going research, I looked at our Universe and found once again, planets that also impact on the same conditions. So we must look at
this intelligence, as a living intelligence that we
co-create with, on much more than a terrestrial
mind, but on a cosmic intelligence level. I have
used the word intelligence, as I feel using mind is
so limiting in this instance. From the humble
crab on the seashore, to the crab nebulae, we are
surrounded with amazing sounds.

In the grand scheme of things through the open
door of life, lie the majestic symphonies of

The planets of Jupiter and Saturn, are emitting
sounds as musical notes, which correspond to

certain flowers, certain people and to countries.
So the term, “As above so below”, comes into
play – the great reflection of life.
I would like to say to you as co-creators, of what
we term LIFE, that we hopefully, should be more
centred, and reflective in our lives. To truly see
this life, we have to have a “still mind”. When this
happens a new dimension appears before us.
The reflections of my journey as a synesthesist, is
a journey of many very different dimensions, and
that is what I try to convey to you.” The Journey
of Sound”, for me is of nature’s rich and vibrant
melodies, harmonies and rhythms, which also
encompass our cosmic side of life and ourselves
as human beings.
This is why we created D.E.V.A. –Dimensional
Energy Voice Analysis –which shows which
sounds are missing from the voice, and which
sounds are over-functioning. These results can
relate to illness or imbalance of ourselves, or the
area, or the country where we live. Does this
show that our reflections of ourselves will determine the energy of an area? Yes it does.
We as Co –Creators with the intelligence create
our destiny.
THINK before we act. THINK before we speak.
THINK of what we can create.

love daily to a focal point in your community you
empowered the earth’s energy around it. This
would increase and spread until it linked with
other towns doing the same thing and so the
whole country would become enveloped in the
healing energy. His work took him all over the
world and he spread the idea wherever he went,
and so Fountain International was born. He
closed each meeting with his famous mediation
which he spoke from memory, naming all the
countries of Europe, Asia, the Americas, the
Antipodes, the Artic, the Antarctic, and all the
Oceans.
Joy Byner led a powerful meditation at the
fountain, and the Cather Prophesy first penned
by Colin in 1984 was read, its creed in accord
with the Fountain concept.
A dowser checked the energy lines before we
started and he said that at the conclusion of the
mediation the increase was phenomenal.
In Brighton’s brilliant sunshine the group moved
to the Royal Albion Hotel to enjoy a celebratory
lunch with a beautiful cake decorated with the
Fountain emblem in Blue Yellow and White.
We toasted Colin Bloy and Fountain
International a tribute to an inspired man. Long
may the spirit of Fountain continue to flourish.
Colin Bloy

(Colin Kingshott will be speaking at this years
Spring Fountain Conference in Torquay, on 21st –
22nd April 2012, if you would like to learn more,
from this very interesting speaker.)

Fountain International Celebrates its
30th Anniversary!
Mollie Hegarty
On St Michael’s Day 29th September 2011 with
brilliant sunshine sparkling on the sea in
Brighton, a group of old and new friends met at
the plaque commemorating Fountain
International in the Old Steine, Brighton for a
noon day meditation in celebration of 30 years of
healing.
Fountain International was started by Colin Bloy
on St Michael’s Day 29th September 1981 in
Brighton. Then his suggestion of healing a town,
village, or street by focusing on a central point in
one‘s own community was ground-breaking. His
idea was by sending a healing thought of pure

Thirty years on there are still groups who meet
each week, or month to raise the energies where
they live, and also many younger people have
taken the concept on into the 21st century. Giles
Bryant’s World Healing, Jo Hoare and Colin
Kaye with Tongo and many other groups who do
not even know about Fountain. Fountain lays no
claim up on them it just rejoices that the message
has taken root in so many ways.
In April this year Suzanne Thomas hosted a
Fountain Conference in Torquay Devon, it was
well attended, with interesting speakers and she
is planning another conference next year, on 21st
and 22nd April 2012.

Giles Bryant also held a conference in Saffron
Walden Essex in October. It was lively and there
were many new faces. The visits he arranged to
the sacred sites in Saffron Walden were very
interesting, finishing with a meditation on the
site of a recently discovered labyrinth.
We are re-establishing 2 new websites after the
collapse of our server.
www.fountaininternationalmagazine.com and
www.fountaininternational.co.uk Please visit
them and catch up on the past and the future.

Mollie Hegarty & Joy Byner
at the Brighton Celebration

The Old Steine, Brighton

Healing People, Healing The Planet
30th Anniversary
Fountain International Conference
Saffron Walden 8 & 9 October 2011
Giles Bryant
The recent Fountain Conference in Saffron
Walden was a great success and enjoyed by all.
The event had 3 distinct parts: The Saturday
talks and workshops, Saturday evening “One
Love” conscious club night which included live
music from Giles Bryant and special guests, food
and dancing, and the Sunday sacred sites tour
which included visits to the newly found spiral
labyrinth, Hadstock Holy Well, and Bartlow
mounds.
In total 75 people attended different parts of the
weekend, with some stalwarts like Joy Byner and
Mollie Hegarty coming to the whole lot (including dancing to the Shamanic Trance Dance on
Saturday night!).
Here is a summary of the excellent talks
The Healing Fields - Morphic Field
Resonance and Voice Re-alignment
of the Perfect Universal Harmonic
Code

We experienced the Golden Mean Har monic generated
g
through our voices and
resonating through the individual and
universal heart. Getting our heart har monics in right vibration with the Golden
Mean Harmonic resonance allows full ac cess to universal healing through the
MorphicM Field. Experience Personal and
World Healing through the Re-alignment
of these harmonic codes. The Sacred
Sound of the voice through the alignment
of inner and outer space dissolves negative and unwanted vibrations from our energy fields and helps us to serve and heal
others in need. We sent 'Remote' healing
through these vibrational energy codes to
those people and places in need.
Christian Violaris Kyriacou RIBA MCSD Dip
BM is an Architect, House Whisperer, Philosopher, Writer, Telepath, Architectural & Environmental Psychologist, Interior Designer, Filmmaker, Composer, Musician, Feng Shui - Vastu
and Geomancy Consultant. Christian has appeared on TV and Radio since 1993 in the UK,
Cyprus, Spain and the USA, speaking on the subjects of architecture, house whispering, philosophy, consciousness, geomancy, feng shui and
music.
He works with the Harmonics of Spatial Energy the Music of Buildings, and has helped to substantially change and transform people’s spaces
and lives. He is an international inspirational
speaker. His knowledge and inspiration comes
from over 40 years in the fields of Music, Oriental Philosophies, Meditation, Sanskrit, Sacred
Sound, Harmonic Resonance, Sacred Geometry,
Sacred Architecture, Geomancy, Vastu, Feng
Shui and English law. Sources arise from India,
Egypt, China, Tibet, Greece, the United Kingdom
and other connections. He is the co-founder and
teacher of the London School of Feng Shui. Combining this wealth of knowledge, he designs new
and adapts existing buildings incorporating feng
shui and classical principles of architecture, sacred geometry and proportion, musical ratios,
harmonic resonance, spatial harmonics and Ki
energy matrix structures.
www.kyriacou.com

Wellbeing In Business
John Bradley gave a brief, but utterly inspirational presentation on wellbeing practices that
are being used in business. He showed how

working together, meditation and unity are concepts now being used in the world of finance,
banking and manufacturing
Observable Changes in the Collective Field
At the summer solstice 2009, for the first time
the energy that has been pouring into Mother
Earth broke through to the surface of the planet.
This was the beginning of a process that has been
increasing ever since preparing both Earth and Humanity for the impending changes. Catherine has
tracked this process and shared her observations using archetypes to explain what it may mean to us all.

Catherine Wilson has been a Fountaineer since
the late 1980s. She is a dowser, sensitive and
healer specialising in understanding archetypes
and how the etheric blueprint affects us individually and collectively. She had the honour of
learning from Colin Bloy and several other great
people over the years and has integrated what
she has learnt into her own style.
Wellbeing, Peace Circles & The Perpetual
Choirs

Giles Bryant filled in for Maria Wheatley who
was unwell, and gave a stunning presentation.
Giles had everyone practising his “Wellbeing Exercises” outside, and followed it with some
simple Peace Circle exercises. He then went
through a powerpoint presentation on the peace
circles he and others have built and finished with
the revelation of the Perpetual Choirs, the importance of Saffron Walden being located in the
centre of one of the choir circles and how sacred
songs can heal the world.
www.worldhealingproject.com
Integrated Energy Healing – The Big
Picture

An interactive workshop to help us get more
good things from life, increase our self-awareness
and start to answer some big questions. If it is
true that “We are all one, everything is connected
“how do we get more good experiences?
Combining his own experiences and published
material, Jim demonstrated how we are all connected and affected by different energies around
us and explored how we create our reality. Brief
exercises were given for working with energy and
starting to create more positive life experiences.
It was followed by a short period of questions.
Jim Doyle is an intuitive energy healer who
brings the world of the conscious and the unseen
together, effectively “joining the dots” of personal
issues which normally resulting in remarkable
improvements in client's well-being. An active registered dowser, past president of Cambridge
Speakers Club, Success Mentor, and electronics
engineer, Jim also brings a depth of experience
and real insight to the boundaries of consciousness and the material world.
www.differentlight.org

Golden Light Project
The Golden Light Project (GLP) is the
inspiration of Renata and Steven Ash.
The GLP is an opportunity for each of us to come
up to speed with the current information descending onto the planet as Golden Light. Thirteen days of intense chakra activation brings our
acu/light body into resonance with our highest
personal potential. They showed exercises, songs
and affirmations designed for each day’s activation to contribute towards maximum global inspiration in preparation for winter solstice 2012.
Renata and Steven a married couple, with four
children, they are qualified in natural therapies,
song writers, and teachers. Renata trained in
conventional medicine at Vienna University, she
is a seer and Goddess motivator, with clients specializing in PSYCH-K; she is co-founder of Rainbow Essences.
Steven is a qualified acupuncturist, CST practitioner and Rainbow Essence producer; holding a
honory doctorate in Radiesthetic Medicine and
Divinity, he specializes in Shamanic Medicine,
song and drum medicine. Their joint work is
based upon developing individual hearts purpose, working with couples, and the activation of
the global community as the Golden Light Project
through the community website Rainbow Medi-

cine Circle.
www.rainbowmedicinecircle.com

TONGO ~ The Other National Grid
Operation ...
... ‘the easiest healing project in the
world’
Joe Hoare & Colin Kay
Many of you will already be familiar with the
community healing project TONGO. If you’re
not, you can get the full basic details by Googling
the words ‘tongo the easiest healing’. This will
take you to our facebook page so that you can
read as much or as little of the information to the
centre-right of the page as you wish. It’s helpful
to think of TONGO as the healing equivalent of
the former Celtic ‘perpetual choirs', which were
set up to maintain enchantment and harmony in
the environment, of which we are part. This is
what TONGO replicates.
TONGO and Fountain are a ‘both/and’ combination. TONGO is an extended application of the
original Fountain idea of local focal points in that
it adds an ‘Upstairs’-chosen collection of national
focal points, which immediately become linked to
each other. With TONGO, we are happy to assume ‘Upstairs’ knows the best spot for these focal points, and we merely set out to locate them,
and to energise them. In this way, TONGO is in
harmony with every other healing initiative.
To the surprise of many, the first TONGO focal
point turned out to be located in the middle of a
very unremarkable field at Severn Beach, north
of Bristol. The appearance of TONGO points in
unusual places is now no longer a surprise because they have subsequently occurred on the
edge of a reservoir, in the Sahara desert, and in a
pub!
Severn beach, the site of the first TONGO focal
point (in the large field in the centre).
Dowsers ... can you locate it?

field would radiate outwards to meet up with the
waves from the other Regions. We imagined that
it would progress UK-wide in a regular and coherent way in each of the Regions, enjoying the
added support of Fountaineers and dowsers. We
also envisaged that the contributors would communicate via facebook, so that we would all know
what everyone else was doing.
However, the Universe had other ideas.

With the strong support of the local Regional
Committee of the The Healing Trust, a number of
healers, some Fountaineers and other likeminded friends, we held our inaugural distant
healing meditation at 7 pm on 27th January
2010. In true Fountain style we measured the energies in the field at Severn Beach immediately
after the meditation at 7.15 pm, and the results
were astonishing! A broad and strong column of
light had appeared at the focal point, and at the
base of it there welled up a continuous surge of
healing energy which had already started to
spread outwards to form the ‘chequerboard’. In
addition, the three hardly detectable flimsy, disjointed and very weak energy lines that existed
prior to the meditation were immediately transformed into four very strong and purposeful energy lines which crossed through the focal point.
Following the meditation, comments came in to
say how amazing it felt at the site! It felt as if a
nuclear explosion had happened!
This finding was confirmed a few months later
when a team of independent dowsers was invited
to visit the site to form an opinion. Various
criteria at the site were measured independently
by each member of the team (location of the node
point, orientation and width of the radiating energy lines, the masculine/feminine bias, the colour of the node point frequency, etc), and the results were assimilated by their leader Tony Hathway of Bristol Dowsers. It was encouraging to
hear that there was considerable agreement in
their individual findings, but the comment in
Tony’s report that excited us most was “The
strength of the node averaged 7.9 out of 10. This
is high and similar to the energy levels I have
found at major sacred sites”. We had in effect
created a sacred site.
Our initial idea was to involve the members of
The Healing Trust on a national scale so that
each of the 13 Regions would have one main focal
point from which, Fountain-style, the energetic

We soon realised that TONGO was not going to
be a coherent project, and through dowsing techniques we discovered that focal points are selfmotivated and ‘self-seeding’. ‘Mini-TONGOs’
started to spring up all over the place, and major
focal points appeared from Guernsey in the
Channel Islands to Mull on the west coast of
Scotland. They also started to spring up overseas,
initially in the Mediterranean.
The TONGO focal point in Rabat, Gozo is the
fountain in St Francis plaza,
with St Francis church in the background.

The project is now supported very effectively by
an unknown number of regular and occasional
enthusiasts, some of whom have joined our facebook group. The only constant is that on the 27th
of every month, at 7pm local time wherever you
are, we all link up to direct a collective ‘nanosecond’ of concentrated healing energy, so that
the field gets a major boost. It is only through
dowsing that we can all see how the field is growing. We get a small measure of how much support there is by encouraging facebook replies
from people involved in many different healing
groups, with participants as widely dispersed as
Hawaii, New Zealand and South Africa.
The focal points to which we direct our healing
energy have made immediate energetic connections with sacred sites, and link to other places
that need healing. The energy that radiates from
each focal point and its ‘seedings’ has a huge beneficial effect on the vast web of energy lines that
criss-cross the land, releasing any blocks in the

flow of energy through these lines, and boosting
their energetic output. These healed energy lines
run through houses, villages and towns, and
across the landscape, carrying positive energy for
healing and change.

always merges into a sacred ‘pool’ from which the
energy spreads naturally to all TONGO points,
sacred sites, and to wherever it is needed. All that
matters is that we all do it, and as often as we are
able.

The sacred sites then strengthen existing links to
other sacred sites and form new links, and these
in turn link to sites further afield. In this way, the
whole network of sacred sites in the UK and Ireland are being recharged, and are now distributing healing energy to their localities. And since
the sacred sites in the UK and Ireland connect to
sites further abroad, the whole planetary network
of sacred spaces will eventually be linked up, and
recharged with a continuous supply of positive
healing energy.

Our Fountain kinship remains central to community and earth healing. As we probably all
know, it is vital to keep the energetic field topped
up, otherwise it decays, as happened with the original Fountain field in Brighton. We are familiar
with the perseverance it takes to keep a group
meditating on the same focal point week after
week, month after month, and how unglamorous
and unexciting this can appear. We also know,
though, that in community healing as in personal
healing there is a place for the continual repetitive openness to ‘Upstairs’ to allow beneficial
changes to keep increasing incrementally. We
Fountaineers know this as well as anyone, so let’s
keep doing what we all do so well.

It is through this activation of the worldwide grid
that our positive thoughts will have a direct and
beneficial effect on communities, landscapes, and
wildlife throughout our entire planet.
As spiritual beings, who care for the future of our
planet, we can contribute greatly by joining this
‘perpetual choir’ of healers to concentrate our
positive thoughts and intent to spread a powerful
healing energy throughout the worldwide grid of
the new Higher Consciousness. This is where
TONGO fits in so perfectly … the focal points
provide a means of concentrating our loving
thoughts into one stream of positive prayer,
opening a ‘portal’ through which the combined
healing energy directed by all participants is concentrated and distributed. And since the focal
points have been chosen by ‘Upstairs’, the energy
is directed naturally to exactly where it is most
needed.
One of the great things we all know about healing
is that the length of the healing meditation is not
important – it is the quality of the healing intent
that matters. So only a TONGO ‘nanosecond’ of
positive healing intent is needed to help to top up
the grid. Some healers send a ‘nanosecond’ every
day, others send several ‘nanoseconds’ a day,
some send when they work on their distant healing lists, some work on it in groups, and some do
so whenever TONGO just happens to come to
mind. All contributions will ensure a continuous
stream of energy that will keep the grid topped
up.
Some contributors direct their thoughts to their
local focal point, whereas others choose to send
the healing energy to the ‘concept’ of TONGO.
Regardless of how each of us sees it, the energy

You may be interested to know how far the healing energy from the Severn Beach site has spread
in the UK during the 2 years since its birth on
27th January 2010. By the middle of April 2011
the leading wave of energy had covered the whole
of the UK, most of France, had spread half way
across Europe, and was approaching Scandinavia. Since April 2011, the wave has gained momentum and by the beginning of 2012 has spread
across all of North Africa down to the Equator,
covered most of Iran and Kazakhstan to the east,
covered the whole of Scandinavia and a large part
of Greenland, and has penetrated well into
Canada and has reached New York on the east
coast of the United States. All of the individual
TONGO sites are contributing to this surge of energy.
We now have 17 known TONGO points, and
there is probably a number of unknown sites as
well. Some of them were created by asking ‘Upstairs’ to provide a location, some of them just
‘happened’ when healers were in a certain place,
and some of them have ‘self-seeded’ – particularly those that have appeared in places of
trauma, such as in the countries of northern
Africa, the Middle East and in Japan, where so
much Love is needed to heal those whose lives
have been so badly devastated by the upheaval of
the Earth in March last year.
The known sites are at Severn Beach, Gozo in the
Maltese Islands, ‘twin’ points in Korcula and
Orebic in Croatia, Fishnish on Mull, Whitestone
near Exeter, The Alhambra in Spain, Holt in Nor-

folk, Wellington in Shropshire, Guernsey, Safed
in Israel, Eastern Tunisia, Tahrir Square in Cairo,
one in the eastern desert of Libya, Manama in
Bahrain, one to the west of Aleppo in Syria, and
one on an island in Southern Japan.
The Alhambra Palace and Fort, between which
our Spanish TONGO is situated.

The new Higher Consciousness of Love is now
permeating the whole Earth realm, affecting all
dimensions of consciousness – from the physical
plane, through the emotional and mental planes
to the spiritual planes, and carrying with it the
conscious need for change. All forms of change,
and in particular the immense shift that is happening right now, will lead to many forms of disruption before a harmonious pattern of progress
can take shape. These incidents of ‘dis-ease’ will
be resolved faster and heal more deeply if assisted by the healing energy that we all have
learned to direct. So it is vital that we keep sending Love to the TONGO collective through our
distant healing discipline. The healing energy is
spreading, it is working, and it needs our continuing regular contributions to take the healing
further.
If you would like to know more about the concept
and effects of TONGO, please get in touch either
with Joe Hoare at speakers4life@yahoo.co.uk or
Colin Kay at colin_ik@ymail.com. If you haven’t
already done so, read about us on our facebook
page (facebook members search for ‘tongo’ and
join our group, others simply Google ‘tongo the
easiest healing’).
And don’t forget to tune in with the rest of us at
7pm on 27th of every month to keep the energy
flowing, or more often if you can; it only requires
a ‘nanosecond’ of focussed loving intent to keep
the sacred stream of positive energy working
throughout the world.

Archive Corner
The Templars and Earth Energy
Fields
Colin Bloy

All the evidence would seem to indicate that the
Templars surfaced as part of the long underground tradition which concerned itself not only
with the bloodline but with the setting of mankind free, by liberation from karma. Part of these
changes can be assisted by mankind and part
comes from some form of assistance from outside. The sort of assistance that comes from humanity is the sort that comes from “Fountain
work,” because we’ve been able to see that in the
past 15 years the different energy fields of the
Earth that were all dead are slowly being restored. One of the interesting things about this
restoration is that if there were 16 world energy
bodies we’re up to No6 in the healing process.
We’ve restored 6 of the energy bodies. The way
that this is done, it would seem, is by creating the
right sort of creative consciousness. We see that
Earth energy fields, as they get built, form into
Templar cross, which is nothing to do with the
Passion Cross. After the Brighton Experiment,
(please see the first magazine,) a new energy field
occurred within the town based on a chequerboard. As the energy levels of the town had been
raised the gangs found Brighton too boring, because, when your consciousness is not adjusted
to the place you are in, you get bored. The
chequerboard which is the first energy body of
the world was also the flag of the Templars.
Within the history, both known and esoteric, of
the Templars one can observe total understanding of the subtle energies and attempt to create a
shift,
The 16 fields of Gaia when completed we may assume will mean the healing of Gaia is complete.
Every time we do Fountain type work (either the
people who are nominally Fountain or people
meditating quietly without ever giving themselves a name) we help to heal Gaia. When the
healing through this method has been completed,
then I think we will go back to what was found in
the Australian desert, the one place where man
has never been, which is the 6 pointed star, repeated and repeated and repeated, as the energy
field there. Michael Poynder in his book “Pi in
the Sky,” refers to that particular assertion by
Clive Beadon in some details for those interested
and also to how that symbol or energy formula
appears whenever you look for the truth. So that
may be the way that the 16th field of Gaia will
look.
Part of the story that we have been trying to tell is
the existence of zodiacs in a specific axis in
Europe probably from Stes-Maries-de-la-Mer in
the South of France all the way up to Iona in Scot-

land. Peter Dawkins, the director of The Francis
Bacon Trust, is the author of the concept. (To be
printed in the next magazine issue – The Liberation of Karma: Project Zodiac by Colin Bloy.)
The reason why the line of David was interested
in coming to the UK after the Crucifixion and creating a Jewish state is, in my view, because of
that axis. Not only are the key points of the axis,
chakras and zodiacs, but they are also all points
of departure for the pilgrimage of Santiago de
Compostela, along that line across the north of
Spain that marks the principle landing sites of
the survivors of Atlantis. If we extend that line
and also the Michael Line of England, the point
where they meet we might call the heart of Atlantis. David Percy, when asked if our origins
were in Atlantis, said, “Yes, but the real Atlantis
which is not on this planet,” which is an interesting thought. I think we’re beginning to identify
the source of the tradition and some of the truths
behind the veil. The veil will come down one day.
The activation of the collective consciousness is
the way in which mankind is saved from its’ folly.
Homo Sapiens, become Homo Amans. If we
don’t learn to love in the true sense, I don’t think
that the Cosmic Insurance Company will give us
a requite. The activation of the chakras is part of
the process. I’m not saying that there aren’t sites
like this in other parts of the world. There may
well be, but at least we know about this one.
Peter Dawkins proposed some years ago that
through pilgrimage and meditation these sites
should be activated. I have a theory, which when
you think about it starts to make your flesh
tingle, that what has been found at Montesion in
Mallorca is the button for the base chakra.
At Randa in Mallorca, Raimon Lull, the 13th century mystic, or we could say, new scientist, spent
time on the same work that has recently come to
our attention. He was Templar trained and knew
all about that geometry which is described in
“Ars Magna.” In the museum at Randa, not only
is there a 6 pointed star in a small rose window,
but there is also an exhibition of the discs with
9,15,17 letters on them with attributions to each
letter and they’re set out overlapping each other
so that you can turn them. They have attributions of all the factors that you can think of. It
has been suggested that what Lull produced up
here was the first computer. Siemans have run
the programme in Berlin and it works, put into
modern computer language. Lull’s stated objective with this was the re-programming of the collective consciousness of the world. It does make
sense because that’s what the Templars were on

about – a new world ethos and brotherhood
between religions and the races – which is why
Jaime the Conquistador was tolerant of all religions in Mallorca. It’s all Elohimic knowledge
which came down through the families of knowledge. It was the Templar dream to get mankind
forward in its evolution into true brotherhood.
Winston Churchill said after the war, “It is real
brotherhood or real disaster.” That’s got to be
true.
August 1995

Guest Spot
Parallel Community

Parallel Community, and how it
came about.
Ba Miller
It was during our last visit to New Zealand. In
fact the very last day there, that Hamish had the
seed planted for the Parallel Community in his
consciousness.
We had a strong desire to go, sit and meditate in
a very special Hara, (energy place,) at dawn. It is
a place honoured by the First Nation people of
New Zealand. They called it “The Birth Place of
the gods,” but its name on the map, is Castle Hill.
We had been introduced to this ancient nation,
called the Waitaha, (by Barry Brailsford,) who
lived in New Zealand over 2,000 years ago in
total harmony with everything. This was long before the modern Maori, who only arrived 700

years ago. Sadly the Waitaha were ethnically
cleansed by incomers to the land, except for a few
women, who vowed to keep their story secret in
songs, until 1992. At which time they asked
Barry Brailsford, an archaeologist, to write down
their songs for the first time.
It was while meditating in this special, place, that
Hamish became aware of the Waitaha leaders
talking to him. They conveyed their great sorrow
about the way that the human race was living on
planet Earth, for example their greed and
thoughtlessness, the way illnesses are treated
with chemicals instead of natural remedies, and
much, much, more.
As a result of the message, the journey home left
us feeling deeply moved, and hurting in our
hearts, feeling that we had to do something.

Netherlands. They keep it up to date. There is a
“Meeting Place,” on the web, where people from
all over the planet swap ideas, problems and support.
We feel that the strength of the Parallel Community, lies in the forming of a network. There
are hundreds of like minded groups, big and
small, but they are often in isolation. By linking
together we really can make a difference.
Since 25th January 2010, when Hamish passed
on, his vision is still going strong. We have a
Newsletter every month. So why not go to www.parallelcommunity.com, and see what it is all
about. Click on the link to the “Meeting Place,”
and have your say.
If you know of someone who does not have a
computer, but would like to see the Newsletter,
send some stamped addressed envelops to: PO
Box 11, Hayle, Cornwall. TR22 6YF. We will send
you one by post.

Parallel Community Update....
Lynn Forest

Not long after our return to the UK, at our Samhain celebration, (one of our Celtic ceremonies in
2007.) Someone said, “Everybody has the right
to live in Peace and Harmony, but we won’t have
that peace until we claim it for ourselves.” That
inspired Hamish, and a few weeks later the name
Parallel Community was born.
We chose the infinity glyph as our symbol, as it
expresses balance, and also parallel lines only
meet at infinity – so it felt a very fitting name.

We are about to begin a new phase, whichever
way we look at it. The turning of the year. The
dawn of a new age. The end of a cycle. For Parallel Community it is the same. We have brought
ourselves from the passionate inspiration of one
man to a global network of likeminded people
who are doing their best to create a beautiful,
peaceful, sustainable, loving society all over this
planet. And they are doing it practically, living
every day in their own ways, true to their own
values but in common with their families, local
communities and places of habitation.

Since that eventful evening, the Parallel Community has spread world wide: Germany, New
Zealand, Australia, Sweden, Canada, USA, Ireland, Spain, just to mention a few.

Many of these people of course have spiritual or
'alternative' beliefs and practices. But that
doesn't stop them being teachers, doctors, road
sweepers, corporate executives, shopkeepers,
writers, IT experts, or parents. 'Keeping it real' I
guess is our common thread - we are all trying
to be the best we can in the current global situation. In that way, we hope to be able to offer
those around us and in our own networks the encouragement to embrace the changes we all know
are needed. It too offers the hand of friendship to
those who want to know if there is anybody else
out there feeling the same.

We link up via the website, which was set up by
two wonderful, talented people, who live in the

Parallel Community currently interacts at the
Meeting Place on our website. A virtual village

A Core Group of around seven people decided to
spread the news. At our next organised meeting,
we would explain our aspirations, hopes and
ideals. To our joy, over 100 people turned up,
and it was during the gathering that people felt
inspired to offer their time and talents for free.

green where people from all over the planet can
meet to swop ideas, inspiration, offer support
and share. Until recently we have had a basic
Core Team of around 12 people based in Europe,
holding the organisational aspects of the initiative. We meet monthly, in person and via Skype to
discuss events, news, web-based activities and issues arising.
This is voluntary activity and the workload for
some of our Core Team has been enormous at
various times but we've done our best to pull together to appreciate and support all that is necessary in such a network.
People's commitment and availability changes
over time too, so we have all had to be flexible
about both our 'jobs' in the Team and the amount
of time we can give to it. We have also had to
seek help from the membership and outside to
deal with the growing tasks involved in producing the Newsletter and creating a website that is
more user-friendly. Local events often rope in
family members and friends to lend a hand and
so the extended network of PC is felt more widely
in the community. This way we are active where
we can be and don't task ourselves with things we
cannot logistically undertake.
We constantly welcome new members and interact with existing ones; at fayres, shows, exhibitions, on the website, email and by phone. Anyone is welcome to join the Core Team to assist
with organisational tasks and publicity (in fact
we could do with some help with the secretarial
tasks right now!) and we just Love receiving new
people into the Community to hear what's happening in their backyard.
So in this time of transition Parallel Community
offers itself as a crucible. A gently holding pair of
hands, with the energy of the infinite. That is the
potential for humanity at this time of change and
one we hope to support in positive, sustainable
ways into 2012. www.parallelcommunity.com it's
easy to become a member, just click on Member's
page, tell us a little about yourself and join in!
(www.parallelcommunity.ning.com)
by PC Core Team member

Parallel Community's ONE
LOVE Project 2011

July this year saw Parallel Community begin a six
month initiative to instigate a distant healing
project. Members of the Core Team were inspired
to create a symbol to use for this project, based
on our own PC logo and one or two 'messages'
from the unseen world! Many of us live on or
nearby, or have an affinity with, the
Michael/Mary earth energy line identified by
Hamish Miller and friends. So being influenced
by the Michael energy is not unusual. During the
spring we enjoyed a couple of events at which we
held meditations on the beach opposite St. Michael's Mount. There and in the garden of Treviscoe, the home of Ba Miller, we received information that helped us design a symbol that would
activate our project and influence the healing energy we send out.
The symbol takes the infinity or lemniscate horizontal shape and doubles it, placing one across
the other to create a 'cross' (two figure-of-eights
crossed at the centre). Then St. Michael suggested we colour it with a golden rainbow light - and
the One Love logo was born. We then invited
members to form groups (of no fewer than two
people) across the world, to meet regularly and
commit to those meetings until December. They
would take as their healing focus any topical or
personal event or situation that had come to their
awareness and use a guided meditation format
(also gifted to us) as the basis of their distant healing meeting. Twelve groups formed
within the first month and their work continues
until the end of the year. Those groups are situated in: UK, Canada, Spain, Turkey, Netherlands
and Sweden.

Now we are fully aware that distant healing is no
new thing. And we do know that people have
been doing this work for decades, dedicating
themselves to raising the vibration of people and
places all over the planet for years. We also know
it works - and of course I'm telling Grandma how
to suck eggs here, because that is what Fountain
is all about.
However, with the addition of the new symbol
and the basic meditation format, we seem to have
stumbled upon a very simple way to keep healing
energy active for as long as the focus is regularly
maintained. And that's not new either except that
our groups have noticed how working with the
symbol is much more energising and activating
in a sustainable way than anything they have
worked with before. Even after the distant healing meditations have finished, group members
report still noticing the resonance of the symbol
and the activating principle alive in their consciousness. The meditations themselves are 'effortless' once the symbol is given intent and it
seems then to 'have a mind of its own'. It has
been likened to a Reiki symbol and to other sacred symbols having many sorts of positive meanings (those interested in sacred geometry will
probably have many explanations and we would
be glad to hear from you).
We don't know if any of this is particularly significant but we still have a couple of months of the
project to run, so there are no conclusions as yet.
There may not be, this may simply be a way of
spirit testing people's resolve and commitment to
something we have always had access to. But it is
so interesting to see its effect on the people involved and the global network of places active in
healing during this period.
As they say: "Watch this space"! any further information can be located on the Parallel Community website Member's page - One Love group
(as above)
by Lynn Forrest, PC One Love project co-ordinator

Spiritual Journeys
&
Experiences
Revisiting old haunts with the
Cathar friends
Jay Beachus

Sylvia and I were fortunate enough to find the
means to arrange a trip together to Occitania at
the beginning of October 2004 and we chose a
gite in the foothills of the Pyrenese 3km outside
Foix as our base. We were made most welcome
by the lady who owned it and it was our habit to
go out each day after breakfast and return at
about 6pm with provisions to make our evening
meal. Once we had eaten and tidied up after
ourselves we would get changed into night
clothes and settle down for the rest of the evening.
Sylvia has been unwell for some years and suffers
from poor health, she is not robust and because
of a heart condition she tires easily but further to
that I do all the driving so I get tired also which is
why we spend our evenings quietly. I wish I
could say that we were in the habit of planning
our itinerary meticulously in order to make the
most of our holiday time but that would not be an
accurate statement. We found to our amazement
that when in Occitania our Cathar brethren
began visiting with us around 9pm, at the end of
the day when we had wound down and were relaxed, then they would conduct an interactive
dialogue with us both. Through Sylvia they
would speak and I would write down verbatim
what was said, we would exchange conversation
and they would give us direction for the following
day, but they always offered some form of confirmation by way of establishing their credentials.
We soon learned to be comfortable with their
very particular methods of working and began to
trust their communications, as they did over time
provide us with many proofs of their integrity,
their spiritual wisdom and their love.
On the second evening of our holiday the Cathar
arrived (a group of three friends) and after exchanging pleasantries began to give us detailed
instructions for the following morning. They said
that they wanted us to go to the cave at Beidelhac
and that there were important things there that
they wanted us to see, but more importantly they
said that they had arranged a guide for us. The
foothills of the

tain to the cave entrance and found an enormous
cave mouth with a portacabin in the entrance,
which served as a gishe (ticket booth) and visitors centre but it was October and they were
closed following the end of the tourist season,
there was only one car parked outside besides
our own, but there were lights on inside the
centre.

Pyrenese are littered with caves (or grotte) many
of which have been used by humans for millions
of years and contain some of the finest prehistoric cave art in the world.
There are a few famous caves, one is a prehistoric
theme park akin to Cheddar show caves in England, but there are also many which are not commercially over-developed and Beidelhac is one of
these. We later had confirmation that Beidelhac
was the only cave mentioned in the Inquisitions
documentation from that time by a Cathar sympathiser (most likely under torture, or at the very
least duress) as a place used by Cathar. In fact
it was virtually the only cave in the region which
was NOT USED BY THE CATHAR, so even 'in
extremis' our friends did their very best to protect our secrets and keep us from arrest and further harm.

We set off the next morning after breakfast and
made our way up into the foothills to Ussat les
Bains which was on the river in the steep sided
valleys where there were situated the cave systems that we remember using in the 13th
century. We drove on to find Beidelhac which we
eventually located at the end of a long narrow
valley that was steep sided at the top end forming
a bottle neck. We drove up the side of the moun-

Sylvia knocked at the door, as her French is good
and mine is very poor. A lady came to the door
and said they were closed for the season so Sylvia
explained that we had come from England to see
the cave and that we were serious visitors and not
tourists, she also explained that my husband is
an archaeologist and therefore we had a special
interest in seeing the cave. The lady said “wait
just a moment”, and she went off to make a
phone call to tell colleagues that she was opening
the cave for two ladies, a sensible safety precaution as one should never be over confident when
it comes to caving. She came out of the
portacabin carrying hard hats with lights on the
top and a hand held lantern for each of us and
proceeded to lead us into the depths of the cave
system.
The cave system was extensive and we later
learned that she had led us 3km into the mountain to see it all. There was a wonderful array of
fantastic prehistoric art in the cave system and
she took great care to show and explain it as we
went along, and then we stepped out of a passage
into a circular chamber which was the shape of a
ring doughnut lying on a plate, it was 40 meters
across and had a ceiling height of 4 meters. Madame explained in French that it was formed by
the action of an ancient river that whirl-pooled at
this point forming the chamber we stood in. And
then she did an extraordinary thing, she indicated that we should be silent and stand still, and
then she reached across and switched off all our
lights one after another until we were standing in
utter pitch blackness for fully five minutes. Then
she said “I can't stand this any more” in French,
and flicked on a little pen torch she had been
taken from her jacket pocket. “It’s the old ones,”
she said “they have never left this place”, and we
continued on the tour. Madame went on to
show us many other wonderful things in that
cave system which I, for one, will never forget
and when I got home I reported all of the fantastic cave art to my husband who was very sad to
have missed it all.
But more, she showed us a generosity of spirit
and a kindness in wanting to share the precious

treasures she was in guardianship of, (she could
very easily have turned us away at the door). We
later learned that she and her husband were in
fact famous French archaeologists of pre-historic
culture and that she knew the cave system like
the back of her own hand. Our confirmation was
that the Cathar had indeed arranged a wonderful
guide for us, just as they promised they would.
This was only one day's experience within many
weeks of visiting Occitania annually over a 4
years period. We have many other similar experiences which we believe may add up to an interesting read for those who may want to hear more
of this, the strangest of tales.
But for Sylvia and myself, the message was
simply illustrated, and profound, it was that the
Cathar had directed us to this place to see for
ourselves, that the tiniest chink of LIGHT can
dispel darkness and fear, lifting the spirits of all
who see it. For the Cathar this was a very significant analogy, as their presence had presented
the LIGHT that was Catharism, which shone out
into the darkness of the Dark Ages. It lit men
and women's hearts, lifting their minds out of the
fear and tyranny of a feudal world and presenting
people with another choice, a Gnosis message of
Dualist belief. They preached on the purity and
perpetual nature of the human soul, and it’s
SOURCE, the LOVE which was of the Good GOD,
but also the fundamentally corrupt and transient
nature of the material world, a place of death and
decay.
I am put in mind of the most beautiful sculpture,
a soaring dove cut out of a large piece of stone
(the dove was a symbol often used by the
Cathar), which stands in the centre of a medieval
town atop a pog called Minerve, in the Minervois.
The stone is commemorating over 140 Cathar
men and women who willingly jumped into the
martyrs flames at the bottom of the ravine beside
that place, rather than recant their faith, after the
capitulation of that town following the siege by
Simon de Monfort's crusader army and the Abbot
of Citeaux, Arnaud-Amaury in July 1210.
In 1982 the sculptor of the piece, the artist Jean
Lu Servernac said of his work;
'The Cathar raised themselves above the material
world....so I made the Dove not of stone but of
LIGHT. LIGHT, the absence of matter is the
only appropriate way to represent Catharism'.

Creative Space

The Wind Blows
Callanish Sentinels
Sentinels of time are we,
As we record the experiences of life.
Never judging, just being.
We are at our stillpoint, are you?
We have many things to tell, for those who would
listen.
Reach your stillpoint, and place of calm,
For the learning to unfold,
And the wonders of the Universe to become
known.
We are all part of the same journey, you can
never be alone.
Yet for most, this is what we choose.
Be a part of what is around you.
Awake, and enrich your life beyond measure.

The wind blows into my mind.
The time for change has come
No longer can I sit and wait.
A time for action, and the non action of Being.
The wind blows into my mind.
The old ways are scattered.
No more can I hang onto the past, or look to the
future.
But be in the present, NOW.
The wind blows into my mind.
The bonds that imprison me break.
My Soul Soars and becomes One, with All.
For the first time I am totally free.
The wind blows into my mind.
The Being that I am, has become crystal clear.
I feel and rejoice in the presence of the Source,
I allow Pure Love to flow through me, to others.
The wind blows into my mind.
The time for change has come,
Listen, and you too, will feel the wind.
May your crystal Being within shine forth.

Out of my World, and into the Past
Out of my world, and into the past,
I search for my spiritual roots.
Roots that will nourish me, and give me strength
in these uncertain times.
I take a step forward to greet my future,
Who knows what it holds.
But I walk forward to embrace my future, with
love in my heart, and a smile.
In my future I will bring love to all.
It is a new dawn for humankind.
Love comes from my spiritual roots, to embrace
all that it comes into contact with.
In your journey bring love to the whole of
creation.
It is the birthright of all.
Will you spread love and nourishment, and
dispel all fear in it’s path?

A selection of three photographs by Glenn
and words by Suzanne.
Original submissions of sender, welcomed.
Either: pictures/ short stories/ poems/ dreams/
spiritual experiences etc.
Send to the
editor@fountaininternationalmagazine.com

Embrace all the 2012 has to give.
It is a time of great potential
And opportunity.
Don’t sleep through it.
Give it your all.
Your Pure Love.

